LED Portable Strobe/Beacon
(Railroad Visibility Alert Compliant)

Our Portable Strobe/Beacon light provides high intensity illumination in a portable, battery-operated unit with magnetic base.

Features
- 16 LEDs illuminate an exclusive diamond configuration lens, providing extended distance visibility of over 1/2 mile.
- Built-in photocell allows unit to operate during nighttime or in low light conditions only; or with the “flick of an internal switch”, unit can be operated during daytime “24/7”.
- Multiple flash pattern capability: (1) Steady On, (2) Single Flash (60 fpm), (3) Double Flash (120 fpm), (4) Rotating Flash (beacon mode).
- Height: 5-1/2” with 4” diam. base; Weight: 2 lb. (w/batteries).
- Uses 2 “D” Size alkaline batteries (Duracell alkaline recommended for maximum operating efficiency).
- Maximum operating cycle: 500 hrs. steady on; 500 hrs. single flash; 300 hrs. double flash; 300 hrs. rotating (beacon mode).
- Colors available: Amber, Red, Blue.
- Built-in magnetic base. Optional magnetic mount available for stronger mounting.

Applications
- Rail Yards
- Fire Safety
- Landing Pads
- Construction Sites
- Emergency Signaling
- Warehouse Operations
- Marine Navigation
- Tunnel Illumination